Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Bayes-Like Integration of a New Sensory Skill with Vision {#Sec2}
---------------------------------------------------------

Using the information from our senses to make the best decisions can be surprisingly complex. Consider the simple act of comparing the distances of two free supermarket checkouts. There are potentially a dozen different methods of estimating visual distance^[@CR1]^, such as using perspective information, using the differences in the two eyes' views of the same scene, comparing the apparent sizes of counters and other nearby objects whose sizes are familiar, and so on. From a dozen different methods, we might get a dozen different estimates. Since we can only act out one decision, one singular estimate must be decided upon. To arrive at a single estimate, different techniques can be pursued, some of which might be more prone to fail. For example, picking one estimation method at random could be extremely inaccurate if an unreliable method were selected. Averaging all estimates together might also result in a poor decision if a few very bad estimates and a few very good estimates were given equal weight. Even if we somehow knew that one estimation method is most reliable and decided to use it just by itself, we would be throwing away a lot of potentially useful information. How do we best handle all of this sensory input?

One good solution is to consider not just the individual estimates, but also their error distributions^[@CR2]^. If the different methods give approximately normally-distributed (Gaussian) error, the process for forming a single unified estimate with the lowest variance (uncertainty) is to take an average that is weighted by each estimate's precision (1/variance). This strategy is used explicitly by statisticians for meta-analysis and by engineers developing sensing and control systems^[@CR3]^. Surprisingly, human adults' behaviour suggests that their perceptual systems also closely approximate this type of computation when making perceptual decisions using multiple familiar sensory inputs^[@CR2],[@CR4]--[@CR6]^. To achieve this, perceptual systems must represent the reliabilities of their estimates. The algorithm for reliability-weighted averaging can be broadly termed *Bayes-Like Cue Combination* since it is considered optimal under Bayesian statistics, and also because it is widely associated with modelling perception as approximating Bayesian inference, which provides a coherent explanation for diverse findings in the study of perception and cognition^[@CR7],[@CR8]^.

Here we ask whether people's previously-documented Bayes-like cue combination abilities extend beyond the use of highly familiar sensory cues, such as visual and haptic cues to object size^[@CR2]^, into the realm of sensory substitution and augmentation, where people are trained to use new techniques or devices to perceive their environment^[@CR9],[@CR10]^. This typically involves learning a *new sensory skill*, defined here as a new ability to use information from an available sense. Previous reports have already shown broad ability to learn new sensory skills^[@CR10]--[@CR16]^, such as extracting distance information from reflected sound (part of human echolocation), but very little is known about if/how these become integrated with existing sensory skills.

Understanding adults' capacities for integrating new sensory skills with existing ones has important applications to expanding the human sensory repertoire. What if a new sensory skill could be combined with existing sensory skills, so enhancing existing sensory skills instead of replacing them? If so, people with moderate vision loss could not only be taught echolocation^[@CR10],[@CR12],[@CR13]^ or use of a sensory substitution device^[@CR14]--[@CR16]^, but also have it combine with remaining vision, gaining something that is better than either the augmentation or the remaining vision alone. A surgeon could learn new, auditory cues to their instrument's position or the material it is contacting, combining the audio and visual information to perform procedures more accurately. Applications such as these depend not just on learning a new sensory skill, which we already know people can do, but also combining it with pre-existing sensory skills in an efficient Bayes-like manner.

Can people actually do this? We are not aware of any empirical demonstration that they can. In addition, current theoretical models of multisensory perceptual learning suggest that learning to combine a new sensory skill would be a truly extraordinary effort -- essentially impossible given the limited resources of a routine laboratory experiment or a routine therapy method. Specifically, they suggest that it would take a full decade of daily cue-specific experience for Bayes-like combination to emerge^[@CR17],[@CR18]^. This view may explain why children under 10--12 years don't yet combine sensory cues in this way^[@CR19]--[@CR22]^, even within the same modality^[@CR23],[@CR24]^, despite having a number of other skills in the domain of cross-modal sensory perception^[@CR25]--[@CR29]^.

On the other hand, there is evidence that probabilistic sensory-motor computations^[@CR7],[@CR8]^ can adapt flexibly. For example, participants quickly learn new prior distributions and adapt their weighting of these distributions in a Bayes-like manner^[@CR30],[@CR31]^. Thus, there might perhaps be more flexibility than suggested by the models reviewed above^[@CR17],[@CR18]^. In other words, an alternative hypothesis is that humans can actually learn to combine novel sensory cues, in line with the other kinds of adaptation that have already been documented^[@CR7],[@CR8]^.

To examine this empirically, we developed a new experimental task to train people to use a new sensory cue to distance (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Adult participants, wearing headphones and head-mounted displays, were immersed in a virtual environment. They learned to estimate how far away a virtual cartoon whale was hiding. Our new cue to distance was inspired by human echolocation, a technique of listening to reflected sound to perceive surrounding objects and their spatial layout^[@CR10],[@CR12],[@CR13]^. The full echo signal was reduced to the echo delay component: a longer time between the initial sound and its "echo" means that the target is farther away. The delay was based on the actual speed of sound in air, approximated at 350 m/s. We also showed participants how to use an independent noisy visual cue, a display of 'bubbles' in which a wider point in the display meant that the whale was more likely to be there. The crucial tests then examined how participants performed when both cues were presented simultaneously.Figure 1(**A**) The virtual environment (note that in the actual experiment participants saw the environment stereoscopically via a headset). Participants were asked to indicate how far along the line the whale was hiding based on audio and/or visual cues. (**B**) An example audio stimulus, with a zoom image of 2.5 ms of the echo inlaid. In this case, the onset delay is about 57 ms so the whale is about 10 m away. (**C**) Four examples of the noisy visual stimulus, a display of bubbles, with different means and variances. The whale is more likely to be at distances at which the patch is wider (has more bubbles). Given this cue alone, the best strategy is just to respond where it is widest. Given both cues together, the optimal strategy is reliability-weighted averaging of this location of highest density with the location perceived through the echo-like cue.

Over a series of five sessions lasting about one hour each, we first trained distance perception via the novel cue, then tested for two central markers of Bayes-like combination with vision. The first criterion is reducing uncertainty (variable error) below the best single estimate when both cues are available^[@CR2]^. The second criterion is flexibly re-weighting (changing reliance on) different cues when they change in reliability, even without feedback on trials with both cues^[@CR32]^. The presence of both these markers together suggests that the two cues are being averaged in a way that accounts for their reliabilities, gaining precision over the best possible use of either single cue alone, and rules out alternative models based on rote learning or weaker cue interactions. If naïve adults show both markers, we will have evidence for the acquisition of Bayes-like cue combination with a new sensory skill. This would lead to revising current models of multisensory learning^[@CR17],[@CR18]^ and would have important potential applications to augmenting the human senses.

Results {#Sec3}
=======

Summary {#Sec4}
-------

In short, we found consistent positive results in favour of Bayes-like cue combination. In the terms of a recent standardized taxonomy^[@CR33]^, we found evidence for "near-optimal" cue combination. The five sessions were structured as follows: healthy adult participants were first asked to learn how to use an echo-like cue to distance (Sessions 1 and 2); then to also use a noisy visual cue to distance (Session 2); then to also use both simultaneously (Session 3); and finally to generalize their learning to a new audio frequency (Session 4) and an altered reliability of the visual cue (Session 5). The Supplementary Video shows examples of key training sessions, but note that in the experiment participants were immersed in the environment using a stereoscopic VR headset which had a wider field of view and accounted for minor head-movements, and with higher-quality sound. Another group in a control experiment also attempted to use the echo-like cues without training, but was unsuccessful, showing that the echo-like cue was indeed novel to participants. In another follow-up experiment, an additional group was trained with a novel vibrotactile cue to distance and showed similar results, demonstrating that Bayes-like integration in the main experiment was not specific to auditory or echo-like stimuli.

Untrained Control Experiment {#Sec5}
----------------------------

Performance in the untrained control experiment was worse than we would expect if participants just ignored the audio cue entirely and just pointed to the center of the response line on each trial, demonstrating that people were unable to use the echo-like audio cue without training (see SI for more details, especially Fig. [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Therefore, perception of distance via an echo-like auditory delay, although based on a natural physical relationship, was not an existing sensory skill for naïve participants. Given that participants could not use the single audio cue without training, we omitted any further testing to see if they could also combine it without training.

Distance Perception via the Novel Audio Cue in Trained Participants {#Sec6}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

All analyses from this point forward are based on data from just the trained participants in the main experiment. In the initial sessions, which trained them first with 2, 3 and 5-alternative forced-choice (Session 1) and then with continuous responses (Session 2), they learned the novel audio cue and were able to use it accurately to judge distance. The correlation between the logarithm of the targets and the logarithm of the responses was above 0.80 for every participant. See SI S2 for individual graphs, see Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} for an example participant, and see the Supplementary Video for example trials.Figure 2Example performance with the echo-like new sensory skill. On the left are the 5AFC trials from this participant's Session 1. Darker squares indicate more data. On the right are the continuous trials from Session 2, with each point indicating a trial. The selected participant had the median correlation between target and response in Session 2. \*\*\*p \< 0.001.

Main Tests for Bayes-Like Cue Combination with Vision {#Sec7}
-----------------------------------------------------

The two key criteria of Bayes-like cue combination were fully met by all four main tests. Exact statistics are in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, and measures of variable error (the remaining error after parsing away systematic biases) and reweighting are plotted in Figs [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}.Table 1Exact statistics and Effect Sizes for Sign-Rank Tests.AnalysisN trial pairs*ZP*Mean VE Change**Omnibus**Best Single vs Audio-Visual27365.02\<0.00116% (9--22%)Audio-Visual vs Optimal2736−5.84\<0.00126% (22--31%)**All Trained** (**Sess. 3**; Fig. [3A](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"})Best Single vs Audio-Visual9962.990.00317% (5--27%)Audio-Visual vs Optimal996−2.600.00926% (19--33%)**New Frequency** (**Sess. 4**; Fig. [3B](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"})Best Single vs Audio-Visual7443.050.00220% (6--31%)Audio-Visual vs Optimal744−3.330.00125% (15--33%)**New Visual Reliability** (**Sess. 5**; Fig. [3C](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"})Best Single vs Audio-Visual9962.660.00811% (2--22%)Audio-Visual vs Optimal996−4.27\<0.00128% (19--36%)Note. Data were analysed in a two-tailed sign-rank test on the variable error, which is the remaining error after correcting for constant error (difference between mean response and mean target for each participant session) squared. This was done after converting targets and responses to a log scale. The variable error (VE) change column, which is the effect size in this case, was calculated as the difference between 100% and the ratio of the smaller mean variable error (always bimodal for the upper line) over the larger mean variable error (always bimodal for the lower line). A 95% confidence interval in parentheses was calculated with a bootstrap method, sampling with replacement from the pairs for 10,000 runs.Figure 3Reductions in variable error. (**A**--**C**) In each of sessions S3, S4, and S5, Audio-Visual trials (where subjects had both cues) had lower variable error than trials with the best single cue in a two-tailed sign rank test; *\*p* \< 0.05; *\*\*p* \< 0.01; *\*\*\*p* \< 0.001. Variable Error is given on a log scale: 0.01 corresponds to a standard deviation of 10.5% of the subject-target distance, which translates to 1.1 m at the near limit of 10 m or 3.7 m at 35 m. Exact effect sizes, bootstrap confidence intervals, z-values, and p-values are in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. (**D**--**F**) Each circle is an individual participant. Circles below the blue reference line indicate that variance with both cues was lower (better) than with the best single cue.Figure 4Measures of Cue Re-Weighting. (**A**) As a manipulation check, this shows that participants did indeed have higher variable error when the visual cue was degraded, p \< 0.001. The blue line is the fit and the dashed line is a y = x reference line. Circles are individual participant sessions. (**B**) As a further manipulation check, this shows that audio-visual variable error also increased when the visual cue was degraded, p \< 0.001. (**C**) On the left, participants were trained with higher visual reliability. A measure of reliance on vision (how close they pointed to the center of the visual cue) decreased when the visual reliability decreased. On the right, participants experienced an increase in visual reliability and relied on it more. (**D**) Inferred weights for the visual cue in Session 3 (diamonds) versus Session 5 (squares), separated into participants for whom the visual cue decreased in reliability (red) and increased in reliability (blue). Dashed reference line given at 50% weight.

### Criterion 1: reducing uncertainty (variable error) below the best single estimate when both cues are available {#Sec8}

The first test was in Session 3, where participants were given a mix of audio-only, visual-only, and simultaneous audio-visual trials, all with feedback. A sign-rank test was favoured over a paired t-test because the distribution of variable errors is heavily skewed. The result shows that there was a significant decrease in variable error in audio-visual trials compared to the best single cue for that same participant (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, Fig. [3A,D](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, participants benefited from having both cues available. Specifically, they were able to make more precise judgements of distance with both cues available as compared to the best they could have done without using a cue combination strategy, thus meeting the first key criterion for Bayes-like cue combination.

A second test of this same criterion was in Session 4. Here, an untrained variation of the audio stimulus was introduced by altering the base frequency and removing feedback on all trials including this cue. The data show that even with these new, untrained audio-stimuli, and without feedback, participants still successfully lowered variable error below the best single cue on audio-visual trials in Session 4 (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, Fig. [3B,E](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This independently meets the first key criterion, even in a situation where the exact stimuli have not been trained.

The third test was in Session 5. Here the reliability of the visual stimulus was altered and feedback was removed on audio-visual trials. Participants again lowered variable error for the audio-visual trials versus the best single cue (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, Fig. [3C,F](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This provides a third and final independent test of the first key criterion, in a situation where participants had to adjust their audio-visual strategy based on changes to the reliability of the visual cue and therefore changes in the relative uncertainties of the two cues. This happened without feedback on the audio-visual trials.

This brings up the question of whether or not integration was optimal. Given the distribution of errors we observed (see scatter of data points in Fig. [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} in SI), the optimal prediction from a Perfect Bayes integrator in Formula 1 should be a reasonable estimate of the best possible benefit from having both cues available^[@CR2]^:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Participants fell short of this prediction in every session and regardless of which cue was more reliable (Fig. [3A--C](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). This suggests that while Bayes- like cue combination was occurring, it was not yet tuned optimally.

### Criterion 2: Flexibly re-weighting cues when they change in reliability {#Sec9}

To test for our second criterion for Bayes-like cue combination, we looked at measures of the relative weight given to the two cues across sessions. The visual cue changed from Session 3 to Session 5, increasing its variance (lengthening in the virtual world) for half of participants and decreasing its variance (shortening) for the other half. The variance of the visual cue was set to 75% (short) or 125% (long) of each participant's observed audio variance in Session 2. We expected this manipulation to decrease/increase reliability of the visual cue (increase/decrease variable error) and thus change the critical relative reliability of the two cues. Confirming that our manipulation worked as intended, we found a significant relation between the visual cue variance and the variable error for both visual-only trials, r(22) = 0.86, p \< 0.001, and for audio-visual trials, r(22) = 0.77, p \< 0.001 (see Fig. [4A,B](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}), with within-subject (across-session) changes all in the expected direction. Thus, our manipulation of the visual stimulus successfully changed the reliability of the visual cue.

Under standard Bayesian theory, where participants are taking a precision-weighted average, we can predict that a cue's weight will go down when its relative reliability goes down and that it will go up when its reliability goes up. The simplest way to see this is to examine how close participants responded on average to the center of the visual cue (Fig. [4C](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). When given a higher visual variance, and thus lower relative reliability for the visual cue, participants tended to point further away from its center. When given a lower visual variance, and thus higher relative reliability for the visual cue, participants tended to point closer. A sign rank test comparing low variance (short) visual cues to high variance (long) visual cues shows a significant effect, p \< 0.001. A more direct test for cue re-weighting was instantiated via modelling analysis. This model estimated the relative weights for each participant in their Sessions 3 and 5 as shown in Fig. [4D](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. Weights for vision for all 12 changed in the expected direction, with the 95% credible interval for the mean re-weighting excluding zero. This rules out an alternative explanation whereby the correct rule is learned in a rote fashion without representing own uncertainty, as there would be zero re-weighting without further feedback^[@CR32]^. It further rules out any explanations that don't involve averaging the two cues together, such as processing the audio cue better with the visual cue present^[@CR34]^, since this would lead to inferred weights near zero or one.

Additional Results {#Sec10}
------------------

SI provides additional analyses that do not change the main interpretation, but suggest that the main test results are robust to reasonable variations in exactly what is entered into the analysis: total error (squared distance between target and response) and average variable error for each participant.

An examination of the biases (mean signed error) did not reveal anything of note for our hypotheses. Biases were all between +0.18 and −0.26 on a log scale (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}), meaning that the bias was within 30% of the true target for each participant, session, and trial type. The mean bias was −0.024 (−2.4%) with a standard deviation of 0.06, t(107) = −4.13, p \< 0.001 against a null hypothesis of zero bias. This translates to a Cohen's D effect size of 0.11 (using the noise in responses as the denominator). A repeated-measures ANOVA (3 trial types x 3 sessions) revealed no significant effect after the Greenhouse-Geisser correction, F(2, 15.7) = 3.8, p = 0.058 for trial type; F(2, 17.7) = 2.1, p = 0.158 for session. There was also no significant between-subjects effect, F(1,11) = 4.74, p = 0.052. Therefore, there was a small bias towards underestimation but no clear systematic pattern linking bias to variance across participants, sessions, or trial types. Fig. [S3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} shows this broken down by participant, session, and trial type.Figure 5Box and whisker plots of biases across sessions (left) and trial types (right). The red line is the median, the blue boxes span the interquartile range (25^th^ to 75^th^ percentile), and the red marks indicate individual data points outside this range.

Vibrotactile Experiment {#Sec11}
-----------------------

The main study with a novel audio cue was repeated with a novel vibrotactile cue to distance, omitting Session 4 (since there was no audio frequency to alter and the vibrotactile device did not have a similar option available). This cue worked by having a mobile phone motor, strapped to the participant's wrist, vibrate with greater intensity if the target was further away. To summarize the results (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}), both criteria for Bayes-like combination were also met here. Criterion 1 was met by a reduction in variable error (Fig. [6A,B,D,E](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Criterion 2 was met by a mean re-weighting in the correct direction (Fig. [6C](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}) without further feedback on bimodal trials. This shows that rapid cue combination via newly learned cues is not specific to auditory or echo-like signals, or those based on natural physical relationships. Additional details on the methods and statistics appear in SI.Figure 6In a vibrotactile variation of the main experiment, key results were replicated. The variable error with two cues was lower than the best single cue (**A**,**B**,**D**,**E**), p = 0.026 and \<0.001 for Session 3 and 4 respectively. Re-weighting after a reliability change was in the correct direction for 11/12 participants (**C**). Further, a 95% credible interval for the mean re-weighting excluded zero.

Discussion {#Sec12}
==========

Both key criteria for Bayes-like cue combination were fully met by all analyses. Both cues must have been used when they were both available, because otherwise we would not expect systematic improvements in precision when compared to the best single cue. Participants must have had some representation of their own uncertainty, because otherwise they would not have been able to re-weight the cues when their relative reliability changed and feedback was removed. Participants must have averaged the two cues, rather than have the presentation of one cue enhance the processing of the other cue, because otherwise the enhancing cue would receive no inferred weight. This was true across the four main planned analyses in the Results and also across several variations in SI -- including a replication using a novel vibrotactile cue instead of the auditory echo-like cue.

These results are a proof-of-principle that learning to combine a new sensory skill with a familiar sensory skill is well within the realm of human possibility. This point is crucial because it means that new sensory skills need not replace familiar sensory skills. Humans whose senses are enhanced with a new sensory skill stand to gain the Bayesian benefits of incorporating the new and standard sensory information, rather than having to choose between them. This discovery suggests that techniques like echolocation^[@CR10],[@CR12],[@CR13]^ and devices translating information from one modality into another^[@CR14]--[@CR16]^ might not only hold promise for people with complete sensory loss (e.g. total blindness), but could in principle be a useful aid for less severe levels of impairment -- for example, moderate vision impairments, estimated to affect 214 million people alive today^[@CR35]^. Our results also suggest an optimistic outlook on sensory augmentation more broadly, allowing people to use novel signals efficiently during specialist tasks -- for example, if novel auditory cues to position during brain surgery^[@CR36]^ were combined with visual information.

The present result is unexpected for two reasons. First, the result is opposite to the result of a previous project^[@CR37]^. This previous project had a conceptually similar goal as our current study, and to this effect exposed adults to the use of the feelSpace belt, a vibrotactile device that is useful for sensing how much the wearer has turned. This could, in principle, be combined with information provided by their inner ear for the same purpose. During that project, participants did not receive any feedback. The authors found that variable error with both cues was no lower, and in some cases higher, than performance with the best single cue. Behaviour in their study was best explained by 'subjective alternation', meaning that participants used whichever sensory skill (the turning information provided by the belt or the typical use of the inner ear) they subjectively felt to be more accurate in isolation. In contrast, the present study found that variable error with both cues was lower, evidence for integration. It is not entirely clear if the difference in results here is due to the difference in sensory skills (the belt may be harder to use than the new sensory skills we introduced here), the difference in training (Goeke and colleagues gave no feedback at all), or other details of the tasks (Goeke and colleagues used a 2AFC approach throughout). We would hypothesize that the feedback is critical, since it should be needed for participants to find the relative reliability of the two cues, which is crucial for Bayes-like (reliability-weighted) combination^[@CR2]^. Regardless, the present study provides a basis for future studies teaching sensory augmentation skills to moderate sensory loss patients, and examining if benefits can move from lab to everyday life.

Second, the result from our current study is surprising because it violates the predictions of current models of multisensory learning^[@CR17],[@CR18]^. These models, in essence, question the need to posit a 'learning to learn' effect in development. Before these models were proposed, it was commonly assumed that children become more efficient and effective at learning perceptual algorithms like cue combination as they mature through middle childhood^[@CR38]^ -- in effect, 'learning to learn' as developmental change. In contrast, modelling^[@CR17],[@CR18]^ suggested that 'learning to learn' effects were not needed to explain the data at time of writing. Instead, they suggested that data could be explained by the learning process just being very slow, requiring ten years of exposure to the specific cues involved. This parsimoniously explains why children under ten don't combine cues^[@CR19]--[@CR24]^, children over ten (and adults) combine a wide variety of cues^[@CR2],[@CR7],[@CR19],[@CR21],[@CR23],[@CR24]^, and that the adults exposed to the feelSpace belt for a few hours don't combine its output with their typical inner-ear sense of turning^[@CR37]^ -- since all these failures had been found in participants with less than ten years of exposure to the specific cues. However, since these models leave out a 'learning to learn' effect, they predict that a person at any age -- even adults -- would take ten years to learn to combine any new pair of cues (i.e. would be just as slow as children). We have clearly falsified this prediction here. Thus, we instead suggest that people do 'learn to learn' to combine cues as they mature. One critical future question is exactly how the approach taken by adults here differs from the approach seen in development.

However, our findings also come with a notable limitation. Our analyses suggest that our participants achieved less than the optimal variance reduction predicted for a perfect Bayesian integrator (Figs [3A--C](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4B,C](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}; Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). In contrast, studies with highly-familiar cues often show performance indistinguishable from optimal^[@CR2],[@CR4]--[@CR6]^; though see also^[@CR39]^. One potential explanation is that perfect Bayesian integrators must choose cue weights exactly proportionate to cue reliabilities, but our participants may not have yet learned to judge cue reliabilities precisely. It is unknown how rapidly and accurately humans learn reliabilities of novel cues. Related studies on the acquisition of novel perceptual priors show that reliabilities are not always learned accurately in limited training sessions -- for example, in 1200 trials^[@CR31]^, similar to here. Another potential explanation is that cue combination depends on inferring that two cues share a common cause^[@CR40]^. This can limit combination with cues that are perceived as discrepant, and with unfamiliar cues in particular, this might affect combination. We predict, but cannot empirically confirm at this time, that near-optimal combination would be found after much more extensive training.

In conclusion, Bayes-like cue combination can extend to new sensory skills. This suggests an optimistic outlook on augmenting the human senses, with potential applications not only to overcoming sensory loss, but also to providing people with completely new kinds of useful signals. To make this even more exciting, it can also happen rapidly. Further study will be needed to examine the full extent of this ability and the circumstances under which it is shown.

Materials and Methods {#Sec13}
=====================

Participants {#Sec14}
------------

For the main study, 12 healthy adult participants were recruited using the Durham Psychology Participant Pool and posters around Durham University. There were 2 males and a mean age of 24.9 years (age range 19.8--39.8 years; standard deviation 5.5 years). A single pilot participant was also run, whose data were not included in the main analysis but instead used for a power analysis. That analysis found over 95% power for the primary tests (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}) with 12 participants with the same level of noise and bias in their estimates. For the control experiment, an additional 12 participants were recruited, including 1 male and with a mean age of 19.4 years (age range 18--20 years; standard deviation 0.66 years). Power calculations suggested that a difference between control and training should be significant \> 95% of the time if the control group was not using the audio cue at all. Participants were paid £8 per hour in both experiments. Ethics were approved by the Durham University Psychology Department's Ethics Committee and informed consent was obtained in writing. Methods were carried out in accordance with their guidelines and relevant regulations. Participant and other details for the additional vibro-tactile experiment are found in the SI.

Apparatus {#Sec15}
---------

### Virtual environment {#Sec16}

A custom seascape was created in WorldViz Vizard 5 (Santa Barbara, CA, USA) and presented using an Oculus Rift headset (Menlo Park, CA, USA). This seascape contained a large flat blue sea, a 'pirate ship' with masts and other items, a virtual chair, and a friendly cartoon whale introduced with the name "Patchy" (see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Participants were seated 4.25 m above the sea. The response line (range of possible positions for the whale) stretched out from the bow of the ship, and was marked by periodic variations in the color of the sea. A pair of black bars marked the 10 m and 35 m points, which were the nearest and furthest possible responses. Distances along the line could be judged visually via perspective and height-in plane (see Fig. [1A,C](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) as well as, in theory, stereo disparity (although stereo information at the distances used is of limited use). Patchy gave written instructions via a white speech bubble (example, Fig. [1A](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). To respond, participants set the position of a 3D arrow that touched the sea surface. The sea surface remained still and the ship did not move. See the Supplementary Video for example trials. The major advantages of using virtual as compared with real objects was that trials could move much faster, and that we could have control over reliability of visual cues. Full VR via a head-mounted display (rather than a smaller screen) allowed us to immerse people in the virtual environment, avoiding any conflicting spatial information about the real surrounding lab space.

### Headset {#Sec17}

The Oculus Rift headset has a refresh rate of 90 Hz, a resolution of 1080 × 1200 for each eye, and a diagonal field of view of 110 degrees. Participants were encouraged to sit still and look straight ahead during trials but did not have their head position fixed. The Rift's tracking camera and internal accelerometer and gyroscope accounted for any head movements in order to render an immersive experience.

### Audio equipment {#Sec18}

Sound was generated and played using a MATLAB program with a bit depth of 24 and a sampling rate of 96 kHz. A USB sound card (Creative SoundBlaster SB1240; Singapore) was attached to a pair of AKG K271 MkII headphones (Vienna, Austria) with an impedance of 55 ohms.

### Controller {#Sec19}

Participants used an Xbox One controller (Redmond, WA, USA). They only used the left joystick and the A button. Pressing the other buttons did not have any effect on the experiment.

Stimuli {#Sec20}
-------

### Audio cue {#Sec21}

The audio stimuli were created by first generating a 5 ms sine wave either 4000 Hz or 2000 Hz in frequency with an amplitude of 1. Half of participants experienced the higher frequency in Sessions 1--3 and 5, switching to the lower in Session 4, and vice-versa (see below). The first half-period of the wave was scaled down by a factor of 0.6. An exponential decay mask was created starting after 1.5 periods and ending at 5 ms. The exponent was interpolated linearly between 0 and −10 over that period. This was all embedded in 1 s of silence, with a 50 ms delay before the sound appeared. An exact copy of the sound was added after an appropriate delay, calculating the distance to the target divided by the speed of sound (approximated at 350 m/s), then times two (for the emission to go out, and also to come back). With a minimum distance of 10 m, the two sounds (clicks) never overlapped (although it is possible that subjects experienced them as one sound). Real echoes contain more complex information, including reductions in amplitude with distance, but we chose to make delay the only relevant cue so that we could be certain which information all participants were using. Our stimuli also allowed us to use range of distances at which real echoes are typically very faint, minimizing the scope for participants to have prior experience with them.

### Visual cue {#Sec22}

Vision provides a wide variety of depth cues that interact heavily^[@CR1]^ and require various techniques to isolate fully. However, we wanted to frame the task overall as a reasonably naturalistic 'hide and seek' game with a social agent. This is in conflict with these isolation techniques. We also wanted to have precise control over how useful this cue was so that we could match it well to each participant's learning with the echo-like cue. To achieve this, the visual cue had strong external noise and negligible internal noise.

The visual cue was a fully 3D array of 256 'bubbles' (translucent white spheres with a radius of 0.15 m and 50% opacity) arranged to show a mirrored log-normal distribution perpendicular from the line on which the whale appeared (Fig. [1C](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This was generated by first lining the outer edges with the bubbles and then filling in the interior area such that no two bubbles touched each other. The result looks like a violin plot of a log-normal distribution. This was arranged such that the target was always an actual draw from the distribution on display, i.e. the whale's true hiding place was under one of the bubbles. This means that when given only visual information, the error-minimising (ideal observer) strategy is to aim at the center of the bubble distribution where it is most dense (Fig. [1C](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Given additional positional information via an independent second (e.g. auditory) cue, the ideal observer strategy is a reliability-weighted average of the center of the bubble distribution and the position indicated by the other cue. The variance of the visual cue (i.e. the 'length' of the bubble distribution along the response line) was calculated for each participant based on their auditory-cue variance, and changed in the final session; see below.

Procedure for the Training Condition {#Sec23}
------------------------------------

Participants were told that that they were going to play a kind of 'hide and seek' game with Patchy the whale. On each trial, they received the visual and/or auditory cues and then used the joystick to move an arrow to try to point as close as they could to where Patchy was hiding. There was no time limit. Participants were not given any additional information while responding and were not allowed to hear the audio stimulus again. The visual stimulus remained static on the sea while they were responding. For trials with feedback, Patchy appeared at his true location with a speech bubble indicating the error as a percentage of his true distance away from the ship (e.g. if he was 10 m away and they pointed 12 m away, they would see +20%). The text was provided in addition to seeing the whale in case there was any confusion about which point on the whale, from its head to its tail, was the precise point that participants were attempting to localize. (It was actually in the whale's center.)

### Session structure {#Sec24}

The full script of the different sessions is detailed in the SI and briefly explained here. Example trials can also be seen in the Supplementary Video. Session 1 and 2 taught the audio cue to the participants. Session 1 (300 trials) started with 50 two-alternative-forced choice (2AFC) task trials, choosing among a point at the nearest vs farthest limit of the line. It then progressed to 100 trials of 3AFC (including the midpoint) and 150 trials of 5AFC (including the 25% and 75% points). The correct targets were as evenly distributed as possible. The whale surfaced after every trial to give accurate feedback.

Session 2 (300 trials), and all further sessions, began with a short 40-trial warm-up of 2-, 3-, and 5-alternative-choice trials to remind participants how the audio cue works. In the second session, this proceeded to 250 audio-only trials with feedback, now with a continuous response (all positions along the line), with the targets spaced evenly on a log scale. This staging of training, from 2AFC to continuous, was done to help scaffold the participants towards consistent performance. Common to Sessions 2--4, the last 10 trials were used to introduce what would happen in the next session.

Session 3 (299 trials; 83 matched triplets) tested for cue combination by showing participants the visual cue only, the audio cue only, or both together. Feedback was given throughout. This was used to test the first criterion for Bayes-like combination, whether the variance of combined estimates was lower than the variance of single-cue estimates.

Session 4 (298 trials; 62 matched triplets) tested for the ability to generalize the echo-like cue to a new emission, specifically a click with a different frequency of the amplitude modulated sine wave. The session was very similar to Session 3 except that all trials with the new sound were not given feedback. This further tested the first criterion. This manipulation was inspired by the finding that actual echolocation users have some meaningful variation in exactly what frequencies they emit from click to click^[@CR41]^.

Session 5 (300 trials; 83 matched triplets) tested for the ability to generalize to a new reliability level of the visual cue. It was much like Session 3 except that the log-normal distribution displayed by the visual cue changed in variance. Feedback was given on the visual-only trials to allow participants to see how the reliability had changed, but not on the bimodal trials, so that they had to infer the correct weights from their knowledge of each cue's reliability. This was used to test the second criterion, reliability-based reweighting of cues.

### Stimulus matching for sessions 3 through 5 {#Sec25}

Each of the last three sessions involved audio-only, visual-only, and audio-visual trials. These were generated in triplets, starting with the audio-visual trials. The centers of the visual distributions were spaced evenly on a log scale and the true target was drawn from the distribution they showed. The audio cue was generated to signal the target exactly. The standard deviation of the visual cue was either 75% or 125% of the error in audio-only responses during Session 2. The 75% and 125% figures were chosen because they are close enough to 100% that we still expect a substantial cue combination effect (if one is vastly more reliable than the other, only a vanishingly small effect is expected), but far enough from each other that we expected to be able to measure changes in cue weighting. Half of participants were shown visual cues with the 75% standard deviation for Session 3 and 4, then 125% for Session 5, and the other half vice versa. A matching audio-only trial was made by just removing the visual cue, and a visual-only by just removing the audio cue. This means that when we compare the single-cue trials to the dual-cue trials within each triplet, there was nothing different except the other unused cue in the single-cue trials. Order of presentation was randomized.

Procedure for the Untrained Control Experiment {#Sec26}
----------------------------------------------

These data were collected to be sure that the echolocation-like sensory skill was genuinely new and not familiar from everyday experience with reflected sound. Participants were told that we wanted to know if people without echolocation training had any intuitions about how echolocation might work, that the sounds they were going to hear were echoes that trained participants could use to estimate distance, and that their goal was to respond as close to Patchy as possible despite never seeing where he actually was. The stimuli were exactly the same as the continuous-response section of Session 2 (250 trials, audio only, distributed evenly on a log scale), but there was no feedback given in any part of this experiment. There was only one session.

Data Processing and Analysis {#Sec27}
----------------------------

The data from the second half of Session 1 (which was just training with the audio cue) and the continuous trials of Session 2 (further audio cue training) were transformed onto a log-scale to account for the way that auditory delays become harder to perceive in linear terms as the delays become longer^[@CR42]^.

For sessions 3--5, targets and responses were again transformed onto a log-scale for the same reason. For the first three main tests (out of four), the log error was parsed into constant error (the bias component) and variable error (the precision component). The constant error was calculated separately for each participant, session, and trial type combination (12 participants × 3 post-training sessions × 3 trial types = 108 bias corrections). The specific formula was:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The variable error was calculated for each trial for the main analysis. (An additional analysis is presented in SI, using an average variable error instead.) The specific formulas was:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The best single cue was determined at the level of participant and session, averaging the variable errors over all targets within each modality and selecting the lower of the two. The variable error for each bimodal trial was paired for analysis with the variable error from the best single cue trial for that same target, same participant, and same session. This gives us the most power to detect possible changes in variable error with the addition of the worse cue (which is the only change across these pairs), and thus the best test of the first criterion.

Simulations were also performed to be sure that this method does not inflate the type I error rate, suggesting that, if anything, the analysis method here is slightly conservative against finding differences in variable error (roughly 4.8% of p-values below the nominal 0.05 threshold). Statistics calculations were performed in Matlab 2016a by MathWorks. Tests were all two-tailed and, except for the modelling analysis detailed below, were all sign-rank tests.

Re-Weighting Model {#Sec28}
------------------

This model was used to estimate weights and to assess their pattern of change from Session 3 to Session 5 when the visual cue reliabilities changed. The model has two layers. The lower layer was designed to let us estimate the weight given to each cue within each participant and session. The central equation here was:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${Y}_{ijk} \sim {W}_{ij}{V}_{ijk}+(1-{W}_{ij}){A}_{ijk}+{\rm{N}}(0,{\tau }_{ij})$$\end{document}$$where *i* gives the participant, *j* gives the session, *k* gives the trial number, *Y* is the response, *W* is the weight given to the visual cue, *A* is the placement of the audio cue, *V* is the placement of the visual cue, and τ is the precision of responses. In other words, participants respond at a weighted average of the two cues plus some noise, with the weights as free parameters.

The higher layer of the model was designed to relate each person's cue weights in Session 3 to their cue weights in Session 5, specifically to see if it fits a pattern that matches Bayesian predictions (higher visual reliability leads to higher visual weight). The central equations here were:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$${R}_{i} \sim {\rm{N}}({\rm M},{\rm T})$$\end{document}$$where *R* is the reweighting effect, *M* is the mean reweighting, and *T* is the precision of reweighting effects. In other words, a positive value for *M* fits Bayesian predictions, but a value of zero for *M* fits the learning of a static weighting.

The priors for each parameter were:

*W*~*i*3~ \~ Uniform(0,1)

*τ*~*ij*~ \~ Exponential(0.001)

*M* \~ N(0,1)

*T* \~ Exponential(0.001)

These were fit in WinBUGS^[@CR43]^ with 6 independent chains consisting of 25,000 used samples and 5,000 burnin-in samples each (total 150,000 used samples). In the WinBUGS implementation, an exponential distribution is given its rate parameter, so the prior on *T* had a mean of 1,000 (extremely vague).

Note then that several possible assumptions are not 'built-in' to the model. First, it is capable of fitting a value of W arbitrarily close to 0 or 1. At W = 0 or W = 1, the model simplifies to a cue selection or weak interaction model. Second, there is no requirement that it fits a specific audio-visual variance, so it is free to fit a wider range of weights and variances than just the ones predicted by standard Bayesian reasoning. Third, the model is perfectly capable of finding a credible interval for the mean weight change *M* that includes zero. To check this, we purposefully switched participants 4--6 with participants 10--12, which fit *M* with an interval including zero. Fourth, there is no hierarchical structure to the weights in Session 3, so *M* captures mean changes rather than the mean of weights in Session 5.
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